NEVER FADE
As recorded by Jack Johnson
(From the 2013 Album FROM HERE TO NOW TO YOU)

Transcribed by Tone Jones
Words and Music by Jack Johnson

A Intro
Slow \( \text{\textit{f}} = 74 \)

Chord Progression: D F\#madd4 A A7

[Chord Diagram]

Gtr I mp Acoustic Gtr (Steel) Drop D Tuning 1.5 step down

Chord Progression: D F\#madd4 A A7

[Chord Diagram]

B Chorus

Chord Progression: D F\#madd4 A A7

[Chord Diagram]

Gtr II pp Ukulele-Tuned Down 1.5 Step

Chord Progression: D F\#madd4 A A7

[Chord Diagram]

Gtr I

let ring

Chord Progression: D F\#madd4 A A7

[Chord Diagram]
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